Background--Little is known about the safety of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) in smokers hospitalized with coronary heart disease.
T he immediate cardiovascular effects of nicotine use can include a short-term increase in heart rate by 10 to 15 beats per minute and an increase in systolic blood pressure of up to 5 to 10 mm Hg. 1 Consequently, when nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) was first introduced as a treatment to aid smoking cessation, clinicians worried that NRT would increase myocardial demand and provoke myocardial infarction (MI). 1 This concern was later refuted by 3 randomized controlled trials that demonstrated that NRT was safe in smokers with coronary heart disease (CHD), but only in a stable outpatient setting and not among patients hospitalized with CHD. [2] [3] [4] However, recognizing that there were still unresolved concerns about the safety of NRT in the hospital, the most recent US Public Health Service Clinical Practice Guidelines (2008) advise that NRT should generally not be used within 2 weeks of an MI. 5 However, over the past decade, several small observational studies have suggested that NRT use may be safe in the medical intensive care unit, 6 during an admission for acute coronary syndrome, 7 or at the time of hospital discharge, 8 although another study raised concerns among patients undergoing cardiac surgery. 9 However, no large, well-powered study has examined this question, and none has examined the use of NRT within the first few days of an MI. In addition, recent guidelines from the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association and the US Preventive Services Task Force provide no recommendations on this issue. Consequently, substantial doubt remains in the minds of many clinicians, and this barrier almost certainly contributes to the low use (20%) of NRT among patients hospitalized with MI. 10, 11 Furthermore, because the majority of relapse happens within 2 weeks after hospital discharge, 12 it is essential to begin treatment while patients are hospitalized, because this promotes greater NRT use 13 and aids in smoking cessation. 14 We, therefore, took advantage of data from a large hospital network and evaluated the short-term safety of NRT among patients admitted for treatment of CHD. We hypothesized that, consistent with prior smaller studies, NRT would have no association with changes (either beneficial or harmful) in short-term outcomes, even when used within the first few days of an MI or revascularization procedure.
Methods

Design and Setting
We conducted a retrospective cohort study at 282 US hospitals that participated in the Premier Healthcare Inpatient Database Alliance (Premier Inc.) in the year 2014. This database has been previously described. 15 In brief, Premier is a geographically and structurally diverse group of US hospitals that captures %15% to 20% of inpatient US hospitalizations. Unlike administrative databases that contain only basic sociodemographic, diagnostic, and procedure codes assigned at the time of discharge, Premier also contains date-stamped hospital service codes for every medication, procedure, diagnostic test, and therapeutic service. Because the data are fully deidentified, the Institutional Review Board at Baystate Medical Center determined that this study did not meet the federal definition of human subject's research and waived the requirement for informed consent.
Data Sharing Statement
The data, analytic methods, and study materials will not be made available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure. The authors do not determine access to the Premier database. However, researchers interested in reproducing our results may be able to obtain database access directly from Premier Inc.
Population, Characteristics, and Treatments
We included smokers, defined on the basis of an International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) diagnosis code of 305.1, which has previously been validated and found to have fair sensitivity but high specificity for active smoking. 16 Among these patients, we evaluated those who were admitted with a principal diagnosis of MI (ICD-9 410.x) or received percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI; ICD-9 36.06, 36.07, or 36.09) or coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery (ICD-9 36.1x). We grouped patients into 3 mutually exclusive categories: (1) those with medically managed acute MI, (2) patients who underwent PCI with or without MI, and (3) those who received CABG with or without MI or PCI. This division allowed us to do straightforward and easily interpretable statistical modeling within groups with similar characteristics and outcomes, rather than attempting to combine significantly different populations and outcomes. For patients admitted more than once in the year, we randomly selected a single admission for inclusion in this analysis to allow unbiased assessment of inpatient mortality. To ensure that NRT exposure preceded outcomes assessment, we included only patients who received NRT in the first 2 days of hospitalization and excluded any patients with death or hospital discharge during the first 2 days. This exposure time frame ensured that all patients were hospitalized for >24 hours and also ensured that nicotine levels were therapeutic, because the nicotine patch achieves peak concentration within 6 hours. 17 This also allowed us to evaluate most patients who received NRT, while still allowing adequate observation time for in-hospital mortality. This exclusion also eliminated elective hospital admissions for planned and uncomplicated PCI, during which patients were only hospitalized for 1 night and would be unlikely to have unstable CHD. More important, because length of stay (LOS) is counted by the number of nights spent in the hospital, LOS=1 is equivalent to 2 days and 1 night in the hospital. Similarly, LOS=3 is equivalent to 4 days and 3 nights spent in the hospital.
Clinical Perspective
What Is New?
• Prior studies have demonstrated the safety of nicotine replacement therapy among smokers with stable coronary heart disease in outpatient settings; this study is the first to demonstrate that nicotine replacement therapy appears safe among smokers hospitalized for treatment of coronary heart disease, even when started within the first or second hospital day, including among critically ill patients in the intensive care unit.
What Are the Clinical Implications?
• Although some caution is always appropriate, our findings should allow clinicians to confidently prescribe nicotine replacement therapy in the hospital to treat withdrawal, reduce cravings, and promote smoking cessation after discharge without concerns for inducing major adverse events.
We recorded demographic data, such as age, sex, race/ethnicity, and insurance status, for each patient. We included 29 individual chronic comorbidity indicators on the basis of methods developed by Elixhauser et al 18 using the software provided by the Healthcare Costs and Utilization Project of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, and also calculated a combined comorbidity score, as described by Gagne et al. 19 In addition, we included hospital characteristics, such as size, teaching status, urban or rural population served, and census region. Because NRT has been associated with increased blood pressure and heart rate, it may have been considered contraindicated among patients who were hemodynamically unstable or who had significant hypertension. Accordingly, we carefully separated ICD-9 codes for hypertension into 2 categories of complicated and uncomplicated so that we could track and adjust for potential contraindications to the use of NRT among those with more severe hypertension or hypertensive urgency. We consider hypertension to be uncomplicated when given an ICD-9 code of 401. we also tracked the use of several critical care therapies in the first 2 days of hospitalization and included them as baseline characteristics. This included recording the use of inotropes, vasopressors, invasive and noninvasive ventilation, intra-aortic balloon pump, and/or arterial line, as has previously been done. 20, 21 We also included location in an intensive care or intermediate care unit as a marker of illness severity. Together, these factors helped us to identify high-risk subjects who might not be prescribed NRT because of hemodynamic concerns and were important in ensuring that the propensity score adjusted for available baseline differences. Using pharmacy charges, we identified patients who were dispensed any form of NRT, including the nicotine patch, gum, lozenge, and inhaler. We excluded patients who received varenicline or bupropion at any point in the hospitalization because these medications were used only rarely 10 and have separate safety concerns. We measured the average daily dose of nicotine patch (the most common therapy), but were unable to track how often the other ad libitum NRT products were used.
Outcome Measures
We evaluated 3 primary outcomes: all-cause inpatient mortality, total hospital LOS, and 1-month readmission among survivors. To ensure that any outcomes occurred after exposure to NRT and to avoid immortal time bias, we excluded patients with a hospital LOS=1 (equivalent to 2 days.). We also included total hospital cost as an outcome of interest because this is a useful marker to overall resource use. 22 Because cost and LOS were highly skewed, we winsorized both outcomes at the 1st or 99th percentile, depending on their distribution. 23 Because the Premier database is deidentified, readmission was known only if it occurred to the same hospital as the primary event, and only the month of readmission was recorded. This factor may have reduced the incidence of this outcome, because potential readmission to other hospitals was unknown.
Statistical Analysis
We calculated descriptive statistics for patients and hospitals using percentages for categorical variables and means, SDs, or quartiles (median and 25th and 75th percentiles) for continuous variables. We compared characteristics of patients with and without NRT treatment using absolute standardized differences rather than P values ( Table 1 , footnote). 24, 25 Within each patient diagnosis group, we examined the association between receipt of NRT and unadjusted outcomes using generalized estimating equations models to account for clustering of patients within hospitals, using logit link for binary outcomes and identity link for continuous outcomes.
To obtain stable estimates from hierarchical models, we excluded hospitals with <10 eligible patients in each patient group. Our primary analysis evaluated the independent association of NRT with outcomes in a propensity-matched cohort. Within each patient diagnosis group, we developed a hierarchical nonparsimonious propensity model with a random intercept for the hospital to predict receipt of NRT. These models included every defined and reported variable, which included patient demographics, comorbidities, early critical care therapies, hospital characteristics, and significant interactions between all factors. 26 We then used a greedy match algorithm to pair each treated patient with a patient who did not receive NRT with similar propensity score 24 and assessed balance between the matched samples using absolute standardized differences. We then used multivariable conditional logistic regression models for inpatient mortality and 1-month readmission outcomes in the matched cohort. For LOS and cost, we used identity link models. All models accounted for the propensity match. Among the medically managed MI group, we also adjusted for the few residual imbalanced factors between groups after propensity matching. Analyses were performed using SAS, version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC) and STATA (StataCorp 2013; Stata Statistical Software: Release 13; StataCorp LP, College Station, TX). Gagne combined comorbidity score
Comorbidities Congestive heart failure 3352 (20) 
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Results
We identified 36 675 admissions for smokers admitted with medically managed MI, PCIAEMI, or CABG. After exclusions, we evaluated a total of 27 459 unique admissions for unique smokers from 270 hospitals (Figure 1 ). Of these individuals, 4885 (17.8%) received some form of NRT in the first 2 days of hospitalization. The most common prescription was the nicotine patch (17.6% of patients) at a median daily dose of 21 mg/d for a median of 3 days. Before matching, baseline characteristics in all 3 patient groups showed multiple, clinically significant differences across treatment categories. When compared with patients without NRT, patients who received NRT were generally younger, were more likely to be white, and had higher rates of complicated hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, drug use, and alcohol use (Table 1 ). There were also differences in unadjusted outcomes (Table 1) , which changed only minimally when patients with late-start NRT were included in the control group ( Table 2) . The distributions of propensity scores with overlap between groups are shown in Figure 2 . For patients with medically managed MI, PCIAEMI, and CABG, the areas under the receiver operating curve to distinguish likelihood of NRT receipt were 0.762, 0.740, and 0.816, respectively, for each propensity score. We successfully matched 91.8%, 91.2%, and 96.9%, respectively, of the patients who were treated with NRT to those not treated for a total of 769, 2975, and 892 matched pairs for each patient group, respectively (Figure 1) . Patient characteristics after matching are shown in Table 3 . In general, the mean age ranged from 56 to 60 years, with 59% to 75% men, and 75% to 79% white, depending on the group. After matching, all covariates were well balanced, with absolute standardized differences of <10% among all groups, suggesting mostly similar baseline characteristics, except among patients with medically managed MI.
These patients had persistent baseline differences in the frequency of pulmonary circulation disorders, hypertension with complications, and renal failure, but in all 3 of these comorbidities there was a higher prevalence of these disorders among patients treated with NRT. Outcomes are shown in Table 4 for all 3 propensitymatched patient groups. Overall, depending on subgroup, inhospital mortality ranged from 0.5% to 2.3%, mean hospital LOS ranged from 3.5 to 10 days, 1-month readmission ranged from 8.9% to 15.8%, and cost ranged from $10 428 to $42 118. Unadjusted models show significantly lower overall mortality, hospital LOS, readmission, and total costs for patients treated with NRT (Table 1) . However, in the propensity-matched cohort, we found no differences in any outcomes in all 3 patient groups for patients treated versus not treated with NRT (Table 4 and Figure 3 ).
Discussion
In this large pharmacoepidemiologic study of US smokers hospitalized with acute CHD, using robust analytic techniques and high statistical power, we found that starting NRT in the first 2 days of the hospitalization was not associated with any significant change in inpatient mortality, hospital LOS, readmission, or hospital costs. These findings were consistent across clinically diverse groups, including those with MI and those who underwent CABG or PCI. In addition, more than half of the population received care in an intensive care unit, >25% of patients undergoing CABG remained intubated postoperatively, and a sizable portion (in all patient groups) required vasopressors, vasodilators, inotropes, and/or mechanical circulatory support. Despite a high level of acuity, MI among many patients, and possible hemodynamic instability, the use of NRT products starting during the first 2 days of hospitalization was not associated with any significant differences (harm or benefit) in outcomes among smokers hospitalized with acute CHD.
This study provides the strongest data available to address clinical uncertainty about the safety of NRT when used as a replacement for smokers hospitalized with acute MI or for treatment of CHD. The uncertainty stems from an absence of randomized controlled trials that included this specific population, in whom nicotine has a theoretical potential for Continued causing harm because of its adrenergic and vasospastic properties. This is in contrast to the use of NRT in smokers with stable CHD seen in the outpatient setting, where randomized controlled trials have established NRT's safety. [2] [3] [4] Although NRT has never clearly been associated with harm in the setting of acute CHD, prior concerns were extrapolated from physiologic data in nonsmokers, in shortterm pharmacologic and physiologic experimental settings, or in case reports or small case series, despite the potential pitfalls in using this kind of data to make clinical decisions. Instead, our well-powered study joins the majority of observational and randomized trials that have demonstrated a lack of any association between NRT use and morbidity, including patients at hospital discharge for CAD, in the medical intensive care unit, and among the general population. [6] [7] [8] 27 Furthermore, recent physiologic studies have called into question the universally held belief that NRT is consistently associated with an increase in blood pressure and heart rate, particularly when it is used to replace cigarette smoking during a short-term hospitalization. 28, 29 Although NRT does have minor adverse effects 30 and some caution will always be appropriate, it appears that for the general population of smokers (both inpatient and outpatient), the use of NRT is unlikely to lead to important adverse cardiovascular effects. We believe our findings have significant implications for tobacco treatment among patients hospitalized with CHD for several reasons. First, and most important, our findings suggest that physicians can prescribe NRT to alleviate nicotine withdrawal symptoms without concern for inducing adverse events. Although nicotine withdrawal is underrecognized in the hospital, nicotine withdrawal is common, peaks within 1 week of smoking cessation, and includes symptoms of irritability, anxiety, difficulty concentrating, restlessness, and depressed mood. 31 Because these symptoms are largely relieved with NRT, increased use of NRT should improve quality of care and patient experience for many smokers, [32] [33] [34] and should also help avoid nicotine withdrawal-associated delirium. 35, 36 Second, because inpatient NRT use has been associated with greater outpatient NRT use 13 and NRT is a well-accepted and generally effective treatment for smoking cessation, 37, 38 greater use of NRT in the inpatient setting should positively influence long-term smoking cessation rates. 14 Third, because the Joint Commission now considers prescription of pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation (of which the vast majority is NRT) a standard of care for both inpatient use and at hospital discharge, 39 and patient motivation to quit smoking is high after a hospitalization, we believe that hospitals can pursue quality initiatives 40 to ensure that all hospitalized smokers are offered and prescribed smoking cessation medications to improve smoking cessation outcomes and to meet Joint Commission performance measures. Fourth, we believe that there is now enough combined evidence that guideline writers should consider adding statements about the lack of harm with NRT in smokers with acute CHD. Strengths of this study include its large size, geographic diversity, high acuity population, and use of robust statistical techniques with excellent covariate balance after propensity matching. These minimize concern for confounding. Nonetheless, as an observational study, it may have residual confounding because of important unmeasured covariates, which limits the causal inference that can be made. For example, NRT prescription at hospital discharge and NRT use at home were not available in Premier, but would be useful to understand the risk of NRT on readmission. In addition, usual smoking habits (cigarettes per day), dual tobacco product use, such as e-cigarettes, and usual blood nicotine levels were not available and could have potentially influenced the dose of NRT that was prescribed by clinicians. If patients were consistently underdosed or overdosed, this could affect the safety of NRT in the short-term setting. Future research would do well to explore issues related to NRT dose and safety. Last, because Premier only records the day of NRT administration, a more detailed analysis by hours of exposure was not possible. Thus, for inpatient mortality, it is possible that we excluded some patients with NRT-related mortality if they died within the first 2 days. However, we think this is unlikely to be the case because unadjusted mortality among the 5296 patients excluded was 1.6% versus 6.2% for early NRT versus no NRT.
The other main limitation is that we were unable to examine smoking cessation outcomes and long-term outcomes, such as 1-year mortality, although we did evaluate 30-day readmission. Similarly, we were unable to examine intermediate outcomes, like recurrent MI, or new-onset hypertensive urgency, stroke, or arrhythmias that occurred after initiation of NRT. This occurred because ICD-9 codes do not have an associated date of onset, so it was not possible to determine if a stroke (for example) occurred before or after the administration of NRT. However, if these complications had occurred with any frequency as a result of NRT use, we believe such complications would have manifested themselves in difference in LOS or total hospital costs between groups, which were not seen in this study.
Although the prevalence of smoking is declining nationwide, it is important for clinicians to remember that smoking is still the leading cause of preventable death in the United States and is responsible for >480 000 deaths per year. 41 Smoking remains a critical risk factor for MI, with %50% of patients with ST-segment-elevation MI being smokers. 42 Although treatments such as NRT and varenicline are both readily available and effective, 14,43 they remain highly underused both during hospitalization and after discharge. 10, 44 These findings suggest that physicians and hospitals have a large opportunity to improve the care of smokers with acute CHD.
Conclusions
For years, clinicians have worried about the potential toxicity of NRT in patients hospitalized with acute cardiac disease. Although a randomized trial would be the most definitive way to answer this question, our results should significantly reduce concerns about the safety of NRT among hospitalized patients with CHD. Further research should focus on identifying effective strategies that increase delivery of NRT and other smoking cessation therapies so that all smokers receive effective treatments to help them quit smoking permanently.
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